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The Leader's Tool Kit: Hundreds of Tips And Techniques for Developing the Skills You NeedAMACOM, 2005
Here's a book for leaders and aspiring leaders who must develop many skills but don't have much reading time to find the particular help they need. The Leader's Tool Kit gives them hundreds of proven techniques presented in bite-sized chunks and arranged in an easy-to-digest format. Readers will find handy checklists and practical advice...
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Beginning Game Art in 3ds Max 8Course Technology PTR, 2005
Are you an artist ready to try your hand at 3ds Max 8? Beginning Game Art in 3ds Max 8 gives you the skills you need to hit the ground running, covering the basics of this amazing program. It is filled with step-by-step instructions and sample projects from actual games. Fine-tune your new skills as you learn to build objects, environments, and...
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Implementing and Managing eGovernment: An International TextSage Publications, 2005
Check out the companion website at www.sagepub.co.uk/heeks 
Implementing and Managing eGovernment fills an important gap. It provides comprehensive coverage of the e-government issues faced by managers, consultants and other practitioners.

Richard Heeks draws on international examples to guide readers through...
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Microengineering of Metals and Ceramics: Part I: Design, Tooling, and Injection Molding (Advanced Micro and Nanosystems)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Microstructures, electronics, nanotechnology - these vast fields of research are growing together as the size gap narrows and many different materials are combined. Current research, engineering sucesses and newly commercialized products hint at the immense innovative potentials and future applications that open up once mankind controls shape and...
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Materials Selection in Mechanical Design, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
Understanding materials, their properties and behavior is fundamental to engineering design, and a key application of materials science. Written for all students of engineering, materials science and design, this book describes the procedures for material selection in mechanical design in order to ensure that the most suitable materials for a given...
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Cell Signaling in Vascular InflammationHumana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive survey by leading basic and clinical researchers of the signal transduction mechanisms responsible for lung inflammation, including vascular hyperpermeability, white cell accumulation, and vascular remodeling. The authors cut across disciplines to bring together a broad-based presentation of inflammatory challenge, both in the...
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Mac OS X Tiger Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Have you ever noticed that in just about every Mac book, the author will include a couple of tips in each chapter (you'll usually find them in the sidebar, or at the bottom of the page in a tinted box). Sometimes it's a shortcut, a faster way to do something, or a clever workaround that just makes your life easier. People really...
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Beginning Object-Oriented ASP.NET 2.0 with VB .NET: From Novice to Professional (Beginning: From Novice to Professional)Apress, 2005
This book was born out of a lunch that I had with two colleagues of mine. They both had
an extensive background in mainframe development, but they were struggling to understand
what OOP was and how they should apply it. During the conversation, I explained
some of the basics of OOP and afterwards thought about better ways to teach...
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XSLT Cookbook, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Forget those funky robot toys that were all the rage in the '80s, XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Transformations) is the ultimate transformer.  This powerful language is expert at transforming XML documents into PDF files, HTML documents, JPEG files--virtually anything your heart desires.  As useful as XSLT is, though, most people...
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Logically Determined Design: Clockless System Design with NULL Convention LogicJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A Revolutionary New Digital System Design Methodology
Logically determined electronic system design is a viable solution to manage the growing complexity of digital design in today's industry. The author shows how this new clockless design methodology is essential for securing the future economic growth of the digital design industry by...
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Degunking LinuxParaglyph, 2005
Linux has grown in popularity and is increasingly being adopted by home users and others who laud this nearly un-crashable, free operating system. But setting up a Linux OS can be tricky and time consuming. And managing a Linux system can be even more difficult if you don't have the right knowledge. Degunking Linux expertly shows readers...
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Advanced Techniques in Knowledge Discovery and Data MiningSpringer, 2005
Data mining and knowledge discovery (DMKD) is a rapidly expanding field in computer science. It has become very important because of an increased demand for methodologies and tools that can help the analysis and understanding of huge amounts of data generated on a daily basis by institutions like hospitals, research laboratories, banks, insurance...
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